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A glorious year
2010 was an exciting year in Stockholm. It was the year
when Stockholm became the first ever European Green
Capital, and a great deal happened to mark the honour
bestowed on the city by the European Commission for
its longstanding, successful work on sustainable urban
development and for its ambitious targets for the future.
Irene Svenonius, the City of Stockholm’s Chief Executive Officer, explains what the award has meant for
Stockholm.
“Being the very first European Green Capital is naturally a great honour that makes us incredibly proud.
We are pleased about the opportunities it has brought
us, but have been fully aware that it also carries a great
responsibility. Setting an example for others is quite
demanding. We have sought to share all our examples
of best practice while at the same time finding out about
the successes that other cities have had, so that we can
build on those here at home. Meeting people and exchanging experiences has been a core focus of our year
as European Green Capital.”
How did you describe Stockholm’s work to everyone who
wanted to find out about it?
“We chose to focus primarily on a few areas that make
Stockholm unique. Naturally, that includes the obvious
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things such as Stockholm being a city with a lot of green
spaces and clean water, and what that means for the environment and for the people of Stockholm, but it was
also about other things. Stockholm is a clean city, and
waste is used as a resource to be converted into energy
and heat in our district heating plants. Stockholmers are
also good at sorting their rubbish and recycling.
“A key aspect of sustainable urban development is
a well developed infrastructure for IT. Stockholm has
one of the world’s largest open fibre optic networks and
access to both fixed and mobile broadband across the
city. That attracts knowledge intensive companies in the
service sector, ICT and cleantech. 
We are developing new online services to make it easier
for the people of Stockholm to carry out their errands
at a time and place that suits them. This reduces travel
and is good for the environment.
“Stockholm is also an extremely climate-smart city,
with solutions that work over the long term. We have
good public transport used by a high proportion of travellers during rush hour, plenty of cycle paths and congestion charges that have led to reduced emissions and
less congestion in the city centre. And of course we have
district heating – over 70 per cent of the city’s households are connected to our district heating system.”

What did you do to explain the award and the
environmental work?
“We trained around 50 Green Capital ambassadors
who already had a wide network of contacts in other
European cities. They were able to talk about Stockholm
in those networks. We also developed our study visit
programme, enabling us to welcome at least 120 international delegations over the course of the year, and we
held a series of seminars and workshops where experts
in different fields could meet to discuss shared challenges
at a really high level. In October, we hosted a conference
that attracted over 300 delegates from across the globe
to find out about our work. We were backed up by our
partners from the business world, Fortum, IBM and
Siemens, who described what contribution they were
able to make to sustainable urban development. We also
attended conferences around the world to talk about our
experiences and our work.
“The people of Stockholm have been able to learn
more about the city’s environmental work via a series of
newspapers that we published over the year. In conjunction with the Love Stockholm 2010 event and Crown
Princess Victoria’s wedding in July, we had a two-week
exhibition in collaboration with Stockholm’s public
transport provider SL, the Swedish Transport Administration and Fortum, presenting the sustainable growth
of Stockholm. Stockholm City Museum held seminars
and Green Capital guided walks, and we also produced
a map that locals and tourists could use to discover the
green sides of our city at their leisure. The tourist information materials produced for 2010 had an extra focus
on green Stockholm, and we saw a significant jump in
interest in ecotourism.
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What were the greatest challenges over the year?
“We quickly realised that it is both an honour and a
challenge to be the first to receive an award. Together
with the European Commission, we have worked to
raise awareness of the award and its purpose – to improve Europe’s urban environments by sharing best
practice between different cities.
“One challenge was to find a way to get the people
of Stockholm interested – not in the environmental
work, as they were already heavily committed to that,
but to the award itself, and more over for a whole year.
We wanted to share our pride with them, as what they
do for the environment every day in Stockholm is what
brought us the award in the first place – they cycle, take
public transport and recycle, and they demand that we
continue working to improve our environmental efforts.
That is why we took the initiative to celebrate Stockholm’s environmental hero during our year as European
Green Capital. We asked Stockholmers to nominate
someone they knew who went to extra lengths for the
environment in their daily life. Over 200 people got in
touch with their nominations and the eventual winner
was Burhanettin Yildiz, the driving force behind the
environmental project ‘A Clean and Tidy Järva’.”

Irene Svenonius, CEO City of Stockholm.

“Both the Swedish and international media have shown
great interest in Stockholm’s environmental work and
our green profile. The international media centre that we
opened in the weeks leading up to the Royal Wedding
attracted around 500 accredited journalists, who were
able to find out about what being the European Green
Capital means and the work that lies behind it.”
What is happening now?
“At the end of the year, we handed over the green torch
to Hamburg, European Green Capital for 2011. We can
look back on 2010 with pride, and I would like to extend
heartfelt thanks from the City of Stockholm to everyone
who helped make our year as Green Capital a year for the
whole city. Many people commendably provide their services to help spread knowledge about Stockholm’s ambitious environmental work, both in Sweden and abroad.
“The fact that our year as European Green Capital
has come to an end does not mean we are reining in our
focus on environmental work, because we still face many
challenges. The ambitions of Stockholm City Council
remain high. We need to take a joint approach to objectives and management by objectives as well as environmental investments. We need to get others inside and
outside the City of Stockholm even more involved. To
this end, we have joined forces with several other players
in the region to draw up a shared long-term vision for
Stockholm’s development and for sustainable growth.
The goal is for Stockholm to be a world-class city.
“Being appointed the first European Green Capital
shows that we are on the right track and our ambition 
is for Stockholm to always remain and be seen as a
Green Capital.”
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The story behind
European Green Capital
E

uropean Green Capital is an initiative that was
presented by 15 cities in May 2006 in Tallinn,
Estonia. Jüri Ratas, Tallinn’s mayor at the time,
suggested the idea to the European Commission. More
than 40 countries got behind the idea and the European
Commission launched an friendly competition between
cities. The purpose is for the cities to learn from each
other’s sustainability work as a way of more quickly
embracing sustainable development. The idea is that cities are where work on sustainable development has the
greatest impact, and that actions taken locally have great
meaning globally.
European Green Capital was an entirely unknown
title until its launch in 2008. The title had never before
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been awarded and few people knew it existed. However,
one day in May 2008, a student at Södertörn University got in touch with Gunnar Söderholm, Head of the
Environment and Health Administration at the City of
Stockholm, to ask whether the city would be taking part
in the competition to become European Green Capital.
Söderholm wondered what this was and set out to find
more information. He read up on the topic and was
immediately interested. That original phone call from
a student soon led to an initial application and, when
Stockholm was shortlisted as one of the finalists, work
really began in earnest. The final application was 120
pages long. There were many areas to be reported on before the first European Green Capital could be selected.
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35
cities applied to
become European Green
Capital 2010 or
2011. The eight
cities with the
highest points
progressed to
the final. These
were Hamburg,
Münster, Amsterdam, Stockholm,
Bristol, Freiburg,
Copenhagen and
Oslo.

WHY STOCKHOLM BECAME THE FIRST EUROPEAN
GREEN CAPITAL
Stockholm received top marks for its contribution to
the fight against climate change, keeping all green spaces
open to the public, low noise levels, waste management
and sustainable land use. A panel of international experts praised Stockholm for its long-term visions concerning environmental issues and its ambitious goals for
the future.
The panel was impressed that 95 per cent of the population lives within 300 metres of green spaces. They were
also impressed by Stockholm’s target of being a fossil

fuel free city by 2050, as part of its ongoing sustainable
development plans for a fast-growing capital with over
800,000 inhabitants. Stockholm has cut its total emissions of carbon dioxide equivalents by 25 per cent since
1994, which is already more than the target set by the
EU for 2020. Stockholm has reduced emissions from
5.3 tonnes carbon dioxide equivalents per inhabitant in
1990 to around 3.4 tonnes carbon dioxide equivalents
per inhabitant in 2010. That is a fall of over 35 per
cent. All buses in the city centre now run on renewable
fuels and the trains run on green electricity. Air quality
is also much better now, due in part to the congestion
charges on vehicles in the city centre. The benefits of
an improved urban environment – cleaner air, land and
water, an expansion of green spaces and better public
transport – are there for all to see and enjoy.

FACTS

In order to be named European Green Capital, a city
must present a path towards environmentally friendly
urban living and be able to show consistent results with
regard to meeting environmental standards, ongoing
commitment, ambitious measures, environmental improvements and sustainable development.
The cities are judged on 10 different environmental
criteria: climate change, local transport, public green
areas, air quality, noise, waste, water consumption,
wastewater, sustainable land use, biodiversity and environmental management. The jury also assesses the
city’s outline programme for its year as European Green
Capital.
“One concrete benefit of submitting an application
for the title was that we gained an outstanding assessment of our work and an opportunity to compare ourselves with other cities in a range of areas, irrespective
of whether we won. This is something we have not had
before. It also became clear just how much we do for the
environment in Stockholm when all the different aspects
were brought together in the application – something
that most people in the city and beyond were unaware
of,” comments Söderholm.

The purpose of the European
Green Capital is as follows:
To reward cities with a consistent
history of achieving high environmental standards.
To encourage cities to adopt
far-reaching and ambitious goals for
further environmental improvement
and sustainable development.
To hold one city up as a role
model to inspire others and promote
the best practices and experiences in
all other cities.
www.europeangreencapital.eu
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2009 – opportunities
T

he European Commission named Stockholm
the European Green Capital for 2010 in February 2009. The city won this first title in competition with seven other finalists, as a result of Stockholm’s
long-term, goal-oriented and successful work to date
and of its ambitious targets for the future. The European Commission chose a city that could be a role model
for other cities in work on sustainable urban development. Exchanging experiences and sharing the city’s best
practice with politicians and officials around the world
became a key task.
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This brand new title posed a major challenge in terms
of raising its profile and thus its value. At the same time,
it offered a huge opportunity, since Stockholm will always be the first European Green Capital. We actually
took on the mantle of European Green Capital in 2009
to coincide with Sweden’s Presidency of the EU.
Another challenge was to keep interest alive for the
period from February 2009, when Stockholm gained the
title, until the end of 2010.
A few things occurred around this time that affected
how we would shape our year as Green Capital.
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unfold
In 2009, the City of Stockholm was also awarded the
prestigious title of ‘Intelligent Community of the Year’
by the Intelligent Community Forum, a US think tank.
Stockholm won this award for its vision and its longterm initiatives in the field of ICT aimed at increasing
quality of life in the city. A special mention went to the
range of online services and the early expansion of the
open broadband network in the city.
In addition, Crown Princess Victoria became engaged
to Mr Daniel Westling and as soon as we were informed
in early summer 2009 about the plans for the Royal

This brand new and un
known title posed a major
challenge in terms of raising its
profile and thus its value.
Wedding, we started our own plans for the event Love
Stockholm 2010. The Royal Wedding and its associated celebrations also provided the city with yet another
context in which to share its experience of strategic and
operational environmental work.
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2009
May

Project launch

Join us on the journey towards Stockholm’s year as
European Green Capital 2010. Month by month,
we drew up our plans for promoting the title and
Stockholm’s environmental work and for creating
contacts in order to develop international environmental collaborations.

T

he European Green Capital project started in
May 2009 with CEO Irene Svenonius chairing
the steering committee. The objective of the project was to manage the city’s work as Green Capital by
coordinating activities and creating synergies in order to
get the most out of the available resources. We wanted
to include as much as possible of the activities already
planned and ongoing, and to incorporate our year as
Green Capital into the city’s other vision-related work to
be a world-class city by 2030. Winning the title showed
that the city was on the right track.
One of the selection criteria was that the winning
city would have a programme for sharing best practice
between cities internationally, including systematic exchange of experiences and encouraging study visits. We
fully embraced this in our work. We decided to split it
up into a number of sub-projects managed and staffed
by representatives of the city’s administrations and companies. The sub-projects were as follows:
COMMUNICATIONS
The purpose of our communications was to establish
Stockholm as a world-class city in the long term. The
aim was for Stockholm not just to be seen as European
Green Capital 2010, but always to be the Green Capital
compared with other cities. Being named European
Green Capital confirmed that we were on the right
track. We also wanted to convey our pride in how far we
had come and what we could do to continue our work
and always be a Green Capital.
STUDY VISITS
The purpose was to show practical examples of the city’s
environmental work and generate forums for exchanging
experiences between visitors and the city’s employees
involved in presenting its activities.
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AMBASSADOR FUNCTION
The purpose of the sub-project was to train the city’s
employees and a group of elected representatives from
the City Council who would be able to help spread
knowledge about Stockholm as the first European
Green Capital. The aim was for them to help Stockholm
not just to be seen as European Green Capital 2010, but
always to be the Green Capital compared with other
cities.
SERIES OF SEMINARS
The sub-project regarding workshops and knowledge
sharing among experts involved planning and implementing an international series of themed seminars with
an environmental focus. It targeted cities, authorities,
universities and colleges, organisations and other interested parties in Europe. The purpose was to exchange
experiences, present best practice, strengthen networks
with others and create a platform for discussions and
knowledge regarding continued collaboration.

One of the selection cri
teria was that the winning
city would have a programme for
sharing best practice between
cities internationally.
MAIN CONFERENCE
The task was to organise a major conference in 2010 on
the theme of ‘Sustainability in Cities’. The purpose was
to share knowledge and best practice with and between
cities in Europe.
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HOSTING
As European Green Capital, Stockholm was expected to
be the subject of greater interest from foreign politicians
wanting to visit the city. The aim of this sub-project was
to make it possible for them to take part in seminars and
study visits.
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2009
June

Volvo Ocean Race and
planning for 2010

W

FACTS

e defined a number of occasions/forums
where our status as European Green Capital
could be promoted during the year. The project plan and communications plan were approved by the
steering group.
The Volvo Ocean Race, the world famous and more
than eight months long round-the-world yacht race,
made its first ever Stockholm stopover on 14–25 June
2009. The event was hosted by the City of Stockholm.
The competition was estimated to attract at least half a
million visitors, drawing 150,000 tourists to Stockholm
alone. It turned out to be the biggest and most highprofile event in Sweden in 2009 and formed an important
part of Stockholm’s marketing.
The aim was to promote Stockholm’s qualities as a
green city with natural beauty and clean water on its
doorstep. At the same time, we wanted to consolidate the
brand ‘Stockholm – The Capital of Scandinavia’, both
nationally and internationally. Ericsson, one of Stockholm’s leading companies, had two yachts in the race,
which meant that Swedish business was also in the media
spotlight.
Stockholm was the final stopover of the race before the
finish. During the Stockholm stopover, massive banners
announcing Stockholm as European Green Capital were
put up on key buildings, including Tullhuset, Kulturhuset
and the Opera House, while the Green Capital also featured in the Stockholm pavilion in Kungsträdgården.
Stockholm was also named ‘Intelligent Community of
the Year’ and the communications relating to the European Green Capital provided an excellent opportunity to
reflect this distinction, since a well developed ICT infrastructure helps to create a good urban environment.
The communications promoting the European Green

The green and blue city
– Stockholm boasts many easily
accessible green spaces and wonderful waters for both functional
and recreational purposes.
The clean city
– Stockholm has an efficient
system for handling waste, which
is recycled into district heating,
and water treatment that provides
excellent drinking water and contributes to biogas production.
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Capital were based on the city’s 120-page application,
where Stockholm’s environmental work was described
in detail in the areas assessed. Based on this, we put
together a communications platform with four defined
messages – Stockholm is:
The green and blue city
The clean city
The connected city
The climate-smart city
The steering committee decided that we should
continue developing the idea of hosting the European
Commission’s ‘Green Week’ in Stockholm in 2010. The
matter was discussed with the Commission during the
‘Green Week 2009’ event in Brussels in June, which
Stockholm took part in with a European Green Capital
stand.
We planned the city’s participation in the World
Expo in Shanghai, which ran from 1 May–31 October
2010. Stockholm had its own days on the Sweden stand
on 10–14 June and 28–30 October. Since the theme of
the exhibition was ‘Better City, Better Life’, it was an
ideal opportunity to talk about the European Green
Capital.
Our collaboration with Hamburg went well. Hamburg was declared European Green Capital 2011 and
there was a great deal that we were able to learn from
each other. Stockholm and Hamburg discussed the
possibility of an exchange programme/study trips and
we also examined the option of visiting Hamburg in
autumn 2009.

The connected city
– Stockholm has the world’s largest open fibre optic network. ICT
and technology promote the city’s
green development, for people
and businesses alike.
The climate-smart city
– Stockholm has a system for
co-ordinating its environmental
efforts. New city development
areas with an eco-profile are being
invested in. Hammarby Sjöstad has

long attracted major international
attention, and in Stockholm Royal
Seaport an environmental area of
the future is under development
with the aim of being completely
fossil fuel free by 2030.
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The Ericsson team won the Stockholm Stopover race and were congratulated by the King and Queen of Sweden.
The giant banner of over 500 m2 on the Tullhuset building was shown on television around the world.
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2009

September

Stockholm in the
limelight at EU
conference

D

uring Sweden’s Presidency of the EU, Stockholm took part in a conference on the theme
of European Cities and the Global Climate
Change. Half a day was devoted to Stockholm as a leading example. It was a top-level meeting, attended by key
decision-makers from across Europe. Speakers included
Stockholm’s Mayor Sten Nordin and its CEO Irene
Svenonius. The evening ended with a boat trip for invited guests to Hammarby Sjöstad and a reception at the
City Hall. The event was a great success.
The city held ongoing discussions with the European
Commission regarding plans for the year as European
Green Capital.
We approved the plans for the sub-projects. We started
recruiting ambassadors in the autumn and the pool of
speakers eventually comprised 44 people, both elected
representatives and officials. They were trained to promote inspiration and involvement and provide knowledge about Stockholm – what was important to highlight
and what the European Green Capital is all about, i.e.
what makes Stockholm unique and a role model for
others.

We discussed suggestions for areas in which we could
put together workshops. The basic idea was that these
workshops/exchanges of expertise would meet the needs
of those visitors who wanted to discuss selected areas in
more depth than during the study visits.
Discussions with the European Commission included
the question of hosting the Green Week in Stockholm in
2010. The offer was welcomed by the Commission, but
since the theme for 2010 was biodiversity and this was
too narrow for the city, we chose instead to organise our
own event in close collaboration with the Commission
– a special European Green Capital Conference. The
European Commission offered to help provide top-level
speakers and other assistance.
Stockholm’s open-air museum, Skansen, contacted
the city concerning the year as European Green Capital
and we decided to work with them on New Year celebrations, since so many Stockholmers traditionally celebrate
New Year’s Eve there and the celebrations are broadcast
live on Swedish national TV. There were also discussions
about further activities during the year.

Plans were put in motion for the study visit and hosting project. We decided that the city would offer six different concepts within the framework of our year as European Green Capital. The plan for the study visits was
for them to be an integrated part of the city’s activities
even after the year as European Green Capital was over.

Ambitious, coherent
and creative strategy,
we look forward to 2010.
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European Commission

15
Foto: Yanan Li
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2009

October
Eurocities conference
a source of inspiration

W

e suggested that the Commission announce
the winners of the European Green Capital
2012 and 2013 at the European Green Capital Conference in Stockholm. In order to coincide with
the timetable for the announcement, the conference was
scheduled for late October 2010. Combining these two
events made it highly likely that the EU’s Commissioner
for the Environment would attend the conference. It also
enabled both parties to benefit from joint marketing.
The Eurocities conference and annual meeting on the
theme of ‘Urban Challenges – Sustainable Solutions’
was held in Stockholm at the end of November and was
a great success, with 451 delegates from 32 countries.
The lessons from this gathering were then incorporated
into planning the international European Green Capital
Conference. The Eurocities conference brought together
leading cities from Europe and the United States. The
theme was how demanding environmental criteria can
act as a lever for growth. After the Eurocities conference, we evaluated the study visits to identify what was
most viable during our year as European Green Capital.
The Eurocities conference was marketed with a clear link
to the European Green Capital and definitely contributed to the high number of registered delegates.
The series of seminars would go into more depth than
the main conference and would supplement and build on
the study visits. A substantial programme with different
themes and a variety of partners was drawn up. Since
we had a whole year to fill, we realised that the best approach was to spread the seminars across the year.
When it came to communications, a supplement in
national daily newspaper Dagens Nyheter was planned
for the end of December and before then, the online portal for the European Green Capital would be
launched within the existing City of Stockholm site at
www.stockholm.se. We suggested that the funds available to the Commission for marketing could be used for
media space in the international press and for marketing
in Brussels, etc.
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A large number of organisations outside the sphere
of the City of Stockholm are engaged in the city’s environmental work. The steering committee decided on
guidelines for how these would be invited to take part
in the activities over the year. The companies who had
signed up to the Climate Pact were obvious contributors, and they were invited to carry the European Green
Capital’s message and use its logo in their activities. We
offered companies with an environmental profile the
opportunity to contribute to the study visit programme,
and those who wanted it were offered space in the city’s
online calendar specifically for European Green Capital
activities. By the end of the year, the calendar contained
over 100 separate programme entries.
We worked closely with Hamburg, which was named
European Green Capital 2011. Hamburg’s State Secretary for Urban Development and the Environment,
Christian Maaß, met the city’s Vice Mayor for Traffic
and Environment, Ulla Hamilton, at the Baltic Development Forum. Hamburg’s project managers came to
Stockholm on a study visit on 15 October 2009. They
also arranged a conference on 16–18 November as part
of the Covenant of Mayors initiative, at which Stockholm was represented by Gunnar Söderholm, Head of
the Environment and Health Administration, and project manager Linda Persson. Hamburg’s Mayor Ole von
Beust and his delegation came to visit Stockholm on
24–25 November.

During the Eurocities conference the Stockholm Appeal on Climate Change, a challenge from the leading cities in Europe and the United States to
the EU and the US government to reach an agreement at the UN climate conference, COP15, was handed over to Maud Olofsson, Deputy Prime
Minister and representative of the Swedish Presidency of the EU. Robert Silverman, Chargé d’Affaires at the US Embassy, accepted the appeal on
behalf of the United States.

70%

Photo this page: Elvisphoto.com

According to the
Stockholmsbussen survey in
autumn 2009,
70 per cent of
respondents said
that they were
proud or very
proud that Stockholm had been
named the first
ever European
Green Capital.

Professor Hans Rosling spoke on the theme ‘Europe meets the
World’. Pictured right: Get-together evening at Nalen.
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2009

December

Informing the people
of Stockholm

A

s we continued to build networks, the Covenant
of Mayors in Hamburg proved an extremely
successful collaboration. We also held a seminar in the EU pavilion at the climate conference, 
COP15, in Copenhagen, which was highly popular.
We learned that the wedding of Crown Princess Victoria and Mr Daniel Westling would take place in June
2010 and that the city would celebrate with a party to
mark the occasion, so planning began for Love Stockholm 2010. Naturally we wanted to make sure that
Stockholm’s environmental work would be seen and
promoted at the same time.

FACTS

As part of the New Year celebrations at Skansen,
visitors were told all about the title of European Green

382 articles about Stockholm as European Green
Capital were published in
Swedish and international
media during 2010. The
total media value (what it would
have cost to purchase ad space
corresponding to the coverage we received) amounted to
SEK 11,400,000.* This figure
relates only to articles in Swedish
print media where circulation or
coverage could be determined.
TV, internet and international
media are not included.
* SEK 1= EUR 0,11 (May 2011)
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 apital by information officers at the event. They were also
C
invited to make green New Year’s resolutions, which many
of them did. We worked with both Skansen and Fortum
on the New Year event and on activities later in the spring.
Every household in the city of Stockholm received an
environmental calendar through the letterbox before the
start of 2010. It explained about the title of European
Green Capital and provided Stockholmers with information about environmental work in the city, along with
tips on how they could contribute to an even greener city.
The greatest opportunity for exposure in the autumn
was the climate conference in Copenhagen, COP15, in
December. A networking meeting between the eight
European Green Capital finalists was planned for COP15.
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2010

2010maj– Stockholm’s
big year begins
Projektplanen startar

On New Year’s Eve 2009, the European Green Capital 2010 was rung in with green
New Year’s resolutions at Skansen – a major information activity in collaboration
with Fortum and Skansen. The city’s New Year’s resolutions were covered on SVT’s
traditional national television broadcast from Skansen, watched by millions.
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2010
maj

Projektplanen startar

Pictured is the annual release of fish
into the waters of Stockholms Ström.
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2010

January
The first guests

W

e held a major VIP event at the City Hall on
19 January. Speakers at the event included
Mayor Sten Nordin, Pierre Schellekens, the
European Commission’s chief representative in Sweden,
and the city’s project manager for the European Green
Capital, Linda Persson. Ambassadors from the EU and
applicant countries came to share Stockholm’s expertise on environmental issues. This was the first of many
occasions when international visitors came to find out
about Stockholm’s best practices during our year as the
first European Green Capital.

The city’s website and intranet were constantly updated to provide Swedes and foreign visitors with all
the latest information on what was happening during
our year as European Green Capital. We also presented
examples showing how far Stockholm’s environmental
work has come and how we are going to take that work
forward in the future. The aim of all this was to inform
people about why Stockholm received this distinction
and the work that lies behind it.

I would like to congratulate
Stockholm which holds the
prestigious title of European Green
Capital this year… you are clearly
demonstrating how these important
issues matter to you”

Photo this page: City of Stockholm

							
Janez Potočnik, European Commissioner

The VIP event, which ended with a reception
in the Prince’s Gallery at the City Hall.
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This is the site of the first apartment blocks
in Stockholm to be built as passive houses.
The apartments are estimated to require half
as much energy as a normal building. Since
they have extra insulation, effective heat
recovery and energy-efficient windows, they
can be heated mainly from body heat, electrical appliances, lighting and sunlight.

2010

February

The Climate Pact
– a prime example of
networking

T

he focus was on future issues at the Climate
Pact conference in 2010. Smart electricity grids
and the future green city were a couple of the
issues addressed as over 150 delegates from a large number of companies exchanged their own experiences and
solutions regarding how we can reduce our environmental impact together.
“Building new developments in a sustainable way is an
incredibly exciting way to learn and at the same time a
challenge,” commented Tomas Wall from Fortum, during
his speech on the smart energy solutions being incorporated into the construction of Stockholm’s new eco-district,
Stockholm Royal Seaport, with its 10,000 new homes.
“We’re building with an eye on the future, and energy
efficiency is by far the most important measure for creating a sustainable energy system.”
Stockholm Royal Seaport will have a power network

that includes buildings with integral local power production, charging facilities for electric vehicles and the
installation of energy storage facilities for customers
and the grid.
Ulla Hamilton, Vice Mayor for Traffic and Environment, rounded off the conference by repeating the importance of highlighting how many expert companies there
are in this field in Stockholm and also of marketing our
knowledge internationally.
“It needs to be easy for companies to do the right
thing, and for advances in construction to help market
Swedish environmental technology. New buildings must
include passive houses that are adapted to climate change
in terms of lower energy consumption. In the future, we
have to achieve sustainable urban development that ensures harmony between the city and the environment.”

FACTS

Photo: Johan Pontén
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The Climate Pact is a joint
venture between the City of
Stockholm and companies based
in the County of Stockholm,
which means that any interested
company operating here is wel-

come to sign up. The concept of
the Climate Pact is also attracting
international attention. Ulla Hamilton spoke at an environmental
seminar in the Swedish pavilion
during Expo 2010 in Shanghai,

for example. She presented the
Climate Pact as an example of
how politicians, businesses, local
residents and academia can work
together to achieve the objective
of a better environment.

Huge banner on the European Commission’s
Berlaymount building in Brussels.
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2010
March

Earth Hour

E

arth Hour is a global sustainability movement
recognised in 128 countries. The City of Stockholm supported Earth Hour in partnership with
the World Wide Fund for Nature, WWF.
The WWF organised several climate-related activities
throughout the week from 22 March to 27 March at 8.30
pm, when the Earth Hour took place. One such activity
was the conference hosted jointly by the City of Stockholm, the WWF and the bank SEB on 23 March. The
conference was about how cities and companies can lead
the way during the transition to sustainable societies.
There were many popular speakers on the theme of

‘Winners in a Low Carbon Economy’. The day saw a
host of groundbreaking examples of how businesses,
politicians and the public sector can meet the world’s
climate challenges together.
The moderator was Göran Rosenberg and speakers
included Ulla Hamilton, Vice Mayor for Traffic and
Environment, City of Stockholm; Johan Rockström,
Executive Director SEI; Lindsey K Parnell, CEO, Interface Europe; Matilda Gennvi Gustafsson, Sustainability
Director, Ericsson; Thomas Bergmark, Sustainability
Manager, IKEA.

FACTS

We produced
brochures with
green tips in Swedish, English and
German for Stockholm’s authorised
guides.
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Ambassador training
44 of the elected representatives
and officials invited took part in
the training. Stockholm Business
Region’s staff of around 70 people also attended the course. The
material was produced in Swedish and English and is available on
the city’s intranet.

Stockholm was definitely
superb as the first ever
European Green Capital!

Many public buildings turned off their
lights during Earth Hour, including the
Ericsson Globe Arena, the Royal Palace
and the obelisk at Sergels Torg.
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Róbert Konrád, Head of Communications,
Environment Directorate-General.

2010
April

Popular study visits

H

ammarby Sjöstad was the most popular study
visit during our year as European Green Capital, with many people eager to see how we were
tackling sustainable development and sustainable traffic
solutions in this new eco-district.
Stockholm Royal Seaport was also a highly popular
study visit. The housing and offices in Stockholm Royal
Seaport will be built using even smarter technical solutions, and will therefore have an even lower environmental impact than Hammarby Sjöstad. The district will be
fossil fuel free by 2030, a whole 20 years before the rest
of the city.
Other study visits in high demand concerned the
presentation about the European Green Capital, Stockholm’s climate strategy and traffic issues.
During our year as European Green Capital, Stockholm received 180 international enquiries regarding
study visits. This translated into around 120 actual visits. A total of about 1,500 people took part in the study
visit programme. Around half came from Europe and
the others from the rest of the world, with an emphasis
on Asia. Instead of 6–8 standardised programmes, a
total of 19 were put together to make things easier for
both the administrations and the visitors, and in order
to be able to offer the visitors greater choice. A group of
around 30 selected colleagues in the City of Stockholm
has now been established, and they will continue to
work with study visits in the future.

On 20 April, we took part in the ‘Sustainability Day’,
Sweden’s biggest conference on sustainable business
development, organised by the Swedish Association of
Environmental Managers (NMC) and environmental
magazine MiljöAktuellt.
The European Commission in Sweden hosted a
breakfast seminar on 22 April, which attracted interested members of the public keen to find out more about
what makes Stockholm Europe’s Green Capital.

FACTS
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We set up a website for the
study visit programmes together
with a detailed application form.
Visitors were able to choose
between the following topics:
1. Introductory seminar
2. Strategy for combating climate
change

3. M
 obility and sustainable travelling
4. Sustainable urban development
and renewal
5. Waste management
6. Sustainable energy production –
district heating and cooling
7. Sustainable water management
8. ICT cluster in world class

Photo: Annika Raab

The project manager
for the European Green
Capital, Linda Persson,
led a popular study visit
presenting the European
Green Capital.

9. The green and blue city
10. Social inclusion for social
sustainability
11. Education
12. Culture and creativity for a
sustainable development
These programmes remain in
place to this day.

Vision: Wingårdh Arkitektkontor AB

Stockholm Royal Seaport’s signature is challenging
architecture and smart environmental solutions.

Photo: Björn Lofterud

Photo: Eurocities 2009 Stockholm

GlashusEtt in Hammarby Sjöstad is a
local environmental
information centre
that also receives
people on study visits
and organises exhibitions.

The study visits to Hammarby Sjöstad were among
the most popular activities.
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2010
May

Stockholm – a role
model for Europe

O

ne day in May, it was time for us to host a
European Green Capital seminar in Brussels.
The seminar was titled ‘Stockholm, European
Green Capital 2010: Role Model for Europe’ and took
place at the Committee of the Regions in conjunction
with the Covenant of Mayors ceremony. Stockholm’s
Mayor Sten Nordin opened the seminar by highlighting
two clear examples of Stockholm’s approach to sustainable urban development: Stockholm Royal Seaport and
the Vision for Järva.

These examples of the city’s environmental projects
helped the city to secure the title of European Green
Capital 2010. The European Commissioner for the Environment, Janez Potočnik, took part in the closing panel
debate. The seminar proved popular, with around 
200 people attending.
On 8 May 2010, Fortum celebrated Stockholm’s
year as European Green Capital with a family day at
Skansen.

180
During our year
as European
Green Capital,
Stockholm
received 180
international enquiries regarding
study visits.

This book about Stockholm
explains the background on
why we were chosen as the
first European Green Capital and presents examples
of the city’s work.
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Stockholm’s Mayor Sten Nordin led a seminar in Brussels together with European Commissioner for the Environment Janez Potočnik.

Photo this page: Fredrik Haglund
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2010

June

The green city of love

T

he marriage of Crown Princess Victoria to 
Mr Daniel Westling took place in Stockholm on
19 June 2010. It attracted visitors and television viewers from around the globe and provided a
unique opportunity to show off our beautiful city, the
first European Green Capital, to the world. We also
wanted to present what the City of Stockholm is doing to
reconcile a growing city with a good urban environment
over the long term. It was also an occasion to get across
all the reasons why we have received so many prestigious
awards. The European Commission declared Stockholm

European Green Capital 2010 at almost the same time as
it was named Sweden’s Quality Municipality.
Beautiful Stockholm was decked out in all its finery
and the celebrations kicked off with the annual National
Day celebrations on 6 June. The party then continued
for two weeks, reaching its peak on the wedding day, 
19 June. Love Stockholm 2010 played out primarily
around the city centre, for example in central Kungs
trädgården and on Skeppsbron, but also on the outskirts
of Stockholm.

100,000
FACTS

spring flowers are planted every
year to bring colour and life to
the city.

Stockholm Green Capital
Tour. We launched a green
tour with the help of locationbased social network Gowalla. It
points out six green spaces that
are worth a visit and that also
highlight the city’s environment.
Skeppsbron is the starting point
for taking the boat around the
capital, for instance.

al Map

it
The Green Cap
till
EN gröN guidE
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Stockholm

We launched The Green
Capital Map on World Environment Day on 5 June.

All the press mate
rial and activities
during Love Stockholm
2010 included informa
tion about the European
Green Capital.
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2010

2010

June

The Stockholm pavilion

D

FACTS

uring the Love Stockholm 2010 event, the
Stockholm pavilion was set up by the statute of
King Karl XII in Kungsträdgården in the very
centre of Stockholm. Here visitors young and old were
informed about how Stockholm is growing and developing, and how the city’s long-term environmental work
led to the distinction of being named European Green
Capital. There were all sorts of things to read, watch
and touch in the pavilion, providing an understanding
of environmental work in the city. We wanted to inspire
the people of Stockholm and our visitors from the rest

34

The Stockholm pavilion in June 2010
attracted 30,000 visitors over 15 days. The
programme included more than 70 open
seminars plus daily children’s activities on
an eco-theme. A number of activities were
also held for invited guests.

of Sweden and the world to do their bit towards a better
environment and at the same time show them how this
can be achieved. The pavilion was a joint venture by the
City of Stockholm, Stockholm's public transport provider, SL, the Swedish National Road Administration
and Fortum. It is an example of the type of cooperation
we had during our year as European Green Capital with
businesses, universities, organisations and others providing knowledge, experience and solutions to environmental issues.

Photo this page: City of Stockholm
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2010
June

Media and workshops

I

FACTS

nterest in the wedding was comparable to a major
sports event. We expected a huge influx of journalists, many from foreign newspapers, magazines and
television companies, which presented an excellent opportunity to market the city and Stockholm’s environmental work. Many leading European television companies had live broadcasts which, coupled with articles
in newspapers, magazines and on the radio, generated
publicity for Stockholm. A media centre was set up to
provide the services needed by the journalists and staffed
by information officers from the city’s administrations
and companies. Companies such as Telia Sonera and
Ericsson provided the media centre’s information technology.
With its 67 cameras, national broadcaster Sveriges
Television beat the world record for the number of cameras on an outside broadcast directly connected to the

Study visits and seminars
were organised for the press
at the media centre. Over 90
per cent of the journalists who
worked in the media centre
stated that they were happy with
the information, service and
treatment they received.

control room by optical fibre. This is just one of many
innovations made possible through access to unused
‘dark fibre’. The new production method enables both
efficient and environmentally friendly television production in the highest HD quality.
From 1–4 June, the City of Stockholm took part in
the Green Week in Brussels, talking about biodiversity
in the city.
Several Green Capital seminars and workshops were
held in June. One workshop discussed how energy and
climate work is communicated to the people of Stockholm. Various examples from Stockholm and other
cities were presented during an exciting exchange. The
topic at another popular workshop was trees and surface water.

500
The media centre during Love
Stockholm 2010
was visited by
over 500 journalists, half of whom
were from the
foreign media.

We asked four Stockholm
celebrities to share their
favourite green spaces.
Peter Siepen, Ebba Hultkvist, Adam Tensta and Julia
Dufvenius gave their tips
on the best green oases in
Stockholm.
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2010

August

Culture and
the environment

S

tockholm’s Culture Festival this year focused on
the European Green Capital, exploring the links
between culture and the environment. There was a
particular green focus at the Gröna Plattan tent on Sergels
Torg, Stockholm’s central square. Environmental philosophers and recycling happenings at the Culture Festival’s
green tent tackled environmental issues head on.
Visitors were encouraged to ask whatever questions
they had about the climate and the environment. Also
on offer was a botanical tour of the Kulturhuset arts
centre roof. Another exciting experience was learning
more about a water-based ecosystem.

A nature guide from the Stockholm branch of the
Swedish Society for Nature Conservation led a walk
following the route that water takes from Lake Mälaren
to the Baltic Sea.
During the Culture Festival, there were also stations
for exchanging books, called readcycling. There was
basically a bin full of books that you could either drop
a book into or take one from. They were placed in various locations around the city, such as Sergels Torg, Rica
Lounge and outside the City Library.

50,000
Photo: Amanda Bigrell

water bottles with the
European Green City logo
were handed out to be filled
with Stockholm’s pure and
delicious tap water, which is
world-class!

The City Library organised an outdoor exhibition where furniture
designer Finn Ahlgren created furniture from recycled pallets using
paints with the Nordic Ecolabel.

Photo: Stockholms stadsbibliotek

Gröna Plattan, Sergels torg.

Readcycling.
Bins around the city
where people could
deposit a finished
book and choose
a new one.
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Photo: Sebastian Wijeyekoon

Mime artist Katarina Rodopolous
performed at Gröna Plattan during the Culture Festival. She was
dressed in an 18th-century costume
made from recycled material.
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30%
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of Stockholmers
think it is more
important for
them to do their
bit for a better
environment
since Stockholm
was declared
European Green
Capital.

2010

August

One Day for
the Future

O

n Sunday 29 August, the Tällberg Foundation
and the City of Stockholm provided a full day
of speeches about the future alongside music
and culture, in a hopeful, playful and informative mix
on the islands of Skeppsholmen and Kastellholmen in
the heart of Stockholm – this was titled “One Day for
the Future”.
The event was aimed primarily at young people in
Stockholm, but others were also welcome to take part.
The programme included around 60 speeches and
seminars at 20 different locations around the islands,
with the City of Stockholm responsible for around 10

of these. In addition, there were a number of cultural
activities run in partnership with the various cultural
institutions on Skeppsholmen. The day also offered live
concerts and a large-scale evening event.
The Tällberg Foundation is an international nonprofit organisation established in Sweden in 1981. Carl
Mossfeldt, Managing Director of the organisation, was
one of the keynote speakers. He talked about the threats
and opportunities inherent in the ongoing globalisation
and about new economic and social models for a new
age. Many people in the audience were fired with enthusiasm by his speech.

78%
of Stockholmers
are proud or very
proud that Stockholm was declared
the first European
Green Capital.
This emerges from
a survey conducted
in autumn 2010.
Carl Mossfeldt.

Siljansnäs
Sockenspelmän.
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The World Music concert saw performances from artists such as the Ale Möller Band and guests.

2010

September
The connected city

T

he Intelligent Community Forum (ICF), a New
York-based think tank, named Stockholm ‘Intelligent Community of the Year’ for 2009. The
organisation was particularly impressed by our range of
online services centred on the people of Stockholm and
by the world’s largest open broadband network.
The ICF visited Stockholm and it’s ICT hub Kista
over three days in September 2010. Mayor Sten Nordin,
founder of the ICF Louis Zacharilla, and consultancy
company WSP’s Fredrik Bergström discussed the future

of the service sector and how it will create future welfare in intelligent and sustainable cities. Since its year
as Intelligent Community of the Year 2009, Stockholm
has been a member of the ICF jury that selects future
winners.
Stockholm received the award for its long-term vision
to invest in knowledge and innovation through widespread broadband provision, a critical factor in achieving the environmentally sustainable development of a
city experiencing strong growth and expansion.

40%
Photo this page: Stockholms stad

How much energy
consumption has
been cut at 190
schools through
smart use of IT.
This was achieved
by replacing 1,800
network switches in
Stockholm’s schools.

Fredrik Bergström,
Louis Zacharilla
and Sten Nordin
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2010

September

Mobility week

A

s part of the European Mobility Week, an
EU initiative aimed at stimulating sustainable
travel, we set up inspirational workshops about
young people’s thoughts regarding future transport and
sustainable travel.
Growing cities pose challenges that need to be addressed, not least when it comes to reducing greenhouse
gas emissions. Stockholm is a rapidly growing region
that is actively working to tackle these challenges. One
method used by the City of Stockholm is to involve
children and young people.
A web service for pedestrians and double-decker
trains on the Metro are two examples of future transport solutions suggested by young people.
In the ‘Smart Transport’ project, students from

 horildsplan Upper Secondary School were asked to
T
suggest transport solutions for the future.
“The results exceeded all expectations. They know
that there are several solutions and smarter ways of using the infrastructure that already exists,” declared Fariba Daryani, project manager for the City of Stockholm.
Students took part in seminars during the Mobility
Week and got to meet Stockholm decision makers. The
city’s experts also visited them at school and listened to
all their presentations. The second workshop that we
held was about sustainable travel. We organised an exciting programme of speakers from the City of Stockholm
and Stockholm’s public transport provider SL. They
shared their plans for sustainable transport via workshops and study visits.

The European Mobility
Week is an EU initiative that urges cities in
Europe to encourage
cycling, use of public
transport and walking.

Photo: InfoBild

Students from Thorildsplan
Upper Secondary School
presented their ideas about
travel and transport during
the Mobility Week.

Photo: Jerry Malmberg

11,000
litter bins make it easy to
keep Stockholm clear of
rubbish.
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A walking school bus is where several
families take it in turns to walk their own
children and others to and from school.

2010

October

The European Green
Capital Conference

E

uropean Green Capital Stockholm and the
European Commission jointly held a major
conference on 20–22 October. The purpose of
the conference, whose theme was ‘Sustainability in Cities’, was to reflect and show why Stockholm was the
first European Green Capital and to share knowledge
and best practice with and between cities in Europe.
The European Green Capitals for 2012 and 2013 were
also announced at the conference. The close collaboration with the European Commission lent substance and
relevance to the conference, and the target of attracting
200–400 delegates was reached, with over 300 people
from around the world accepting our invitation.
PARTNERS
A small number of companies took part in the European Green Capital Conference as principal partners.
Key factors in selecting these partners included the
companies’ strategic work on reducing their impact on
the climate and their ability to contribute to the content
of the conference climate. The companies were Siemens,
Fortum and IBM.

MEET A COLLEAGUE
Meet a Colleague comprised informal round table discussions on six different themes, led by experts from the
city’s administrations and companies.
The discussions were extremely lively and popular
with delegates and the city’s experts, who felt that the interactive sessions offered good opportunities for debate
and for creating new contacts.
US BEST PRACTICE
In order to provide delegates at the conference with a
global outlook on the subject, a number of American
cities were invited to get involved via the US Embassy in
Stockholm. Two networks for American cities, the US
National League of Cities and the US Conference of
Mayors, also participated.
The conference delegates were inspired and the visit
attracted a great deal of media coverage.

358
delegates from
around the world
attended the
European Green
Capital Conference. 37 of these
were journalists.

All the conference delegates were offered a boat trip around Stockholm. It proved a
popular part of the programme. On the boat were an authorised Stockholm guide and
one of the city’s experts, who presented the city and its environmental work.
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Irene Svenonius, Jüri Ratas and Peter Örn talk about the significance of becoming European Green Capital.
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Mayors from Europe and the United
States gathered in Stockholm.

2010

October
The European Green
Capital Conference

EUROPEAN GREEN CAPITALS 2012 AND 2013
The cities nominated for 2012 and 2013 – Barcelona,
Malmö, Nantes, Nuremberg, Reykjavik and VitoriaGasteiz – had the opportunity to present their sustainability work in a plenary session followed by a discussion.
The moderator was Peter Örn, chair of the government’s Delegation for Sustainable Cities. The aim was to
provide the delegates with the background as to why the
cities were nominated.
MAYORS’ SESSION
The purpose of this session was for the mayors to be
able to network and discuss the common challenges
of creating sustainable cities in the future. The session
was based on a computer-based scenario ‘The Mayor’s
Game’, where the participants had to jointly make deci-

sions and draw conclusions, followed by discussions on
future visions for cities. Lydia Capolicchio moderated
and Anders Hallersjö from the Swedish Trade Council
took part in his capacity as an expert. After the session,
several mayors showed an interest in using the game on
their home turf.
PROFESSIONAL STUDY VISITS
During the conference, delegates were offered 10 different study visits, based around the study visits that had
been set up for Stockholm’s year as European Green
Capital. A total of almost 100 people took the opportunity to go on a study visit. The participants were extremely happy with the visits and felt that they had seen
interesting operations.

Photo this page: Daniel Enervald

The interactive work
shop on Friday morning
was interesting and engaging.

The principal partners for the conference were Siemens,
Fortum and IBM. Delegates saw involving business in the
conference as both interesting and important. The picture
shows Thomas Brodocz, Siemens, Dr. Sharon L. Nunes, IBM
and Anne Brunila, Fortum.
The round table debates often prompted lively and fruitful
discussions.
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Nantes – European Green Capital 2013.

Ronan Dantec, Vice-president of Nantes Metropole,
presented how they work with a sustainable public
transport system and focus on better possibilities
for bikers to improve environment in Nantes.

Photo: Daniel Enervald
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Vitoria-Gasteiz – European Green Capital 2012.

Imma Mayol, Deputy Mayor
of Barcelona, told conference
delegates about her city’s
environmental work.
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2010

October
The European Green
Capital Conference

WORKSHOP
The Delegation for Sustainable Cities held a workshop,
‘Meeting of minds’, in which participants identified the
key factors affecting their city. It was an obvious move
for the Delegation for Sustainable Cities to join forces
with the City of Stockholm for the conference, since
the mandate of the delegation is to promote sustainable
urban development. The conference helped to further
emphasise the importance of sustainability and gave
the delegation a valuable insight into Europe’s views on
sustainability. The conference also provided a forum for
making deeper contact with key players in Europe and
the United States.
PROMINENT SPEAKERS
Mayor Sten Nordin opened and closed the conference.
Janez Potočnik, European Commissioner for the Environment, and Mercedes Bresso, chair of the EU’s Committee of the Regions, presented their specific areas of
responsibility in a plenary session. The then Vice Mayor
for Traffic and Environment, Ulla Hamilton and the
incoming Vice Mayor for Environment Per Ankersjö
also both gave speeches.

Professor Richard Scase presented his research in the
field and Anja Hajduk, Senator for Urban Development
and Environment in Hamburg, talked about Hamburg’s
plans for their year as European Green Capital 2011.
GALA DINNER IN THE BLUE HALL
Together with the European Commission, the city
hosted the ceremony announcing the new European
Green Capitals for 2012 and 2013. During the gala dinner in the Blue Hall, the winners were declared to be
Vitoria-Gasteiz in Spain and Nantes in France. Debate
moderator and reporter Lydia Capolicchio compered
the evening and diners were entertained by a number of
performers.
PRESS/MEDIA
We worked to spread the image of Stockholm as a role
model in Europe and a worthy first winner of the title
European Green Capital. The aim was to achieve positive, lengthy articles in the media that reached wide
audiences. At the conference, the City of Stockholm had
a fully staffed press room to assist journalists.

FACTS

The gala dinner
in the City Hall
was magnificent.
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Media coverage of the
European Green Capital
Conference.
37 accredited journalists
77 media items including television, radio and newspapers in
the Swedish media
46 media clippings including
television, radio and newspapers
in the international media
3 Swedish blogs
5 foreign blogs
Twitter: 70 tweets, 45 followers, over 230 tweets about the
conference

Photo this page: Stefan Ek

The European Green Capital gala dinner was held in the Blue Hall, famous as the venue for the annual Nobel Prize banquet. During the
dinner, European Commissioner Janez Potočnik revealed which cities would be European Green Capital in 2012 and 2013.
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2010

November

More attractive city

S

tockholm was appointed European Green Capital
in part thanks to its long-standing collaboration
with many players in both the public and private
sectors, at local and national level. Over the year, we
worked actively to share this distinction with them.
Many different parties have helped to secure Stockholm’s position as a role model in environmental and
climate work. Much of the communication surrounding
the European Green Capital therefore went via them.
One example was Fortum’s competition ‘Electricity
Cabinet Art’. This marked the start of a unique project
born out of a desire by Fortum and the City of Stockholm to reduce the amount of graffiti and make the city
a more pleasant place. Clearing graffiti from electricity
cabinets and other equipment costs around SEK 10 million* a year. Many people wanted to take part and make
Stockholm’s electricity cabinets more attractive. 1,210
entries were received and 180,000 votes decided which of
the entries would be seen on 30 of Fortum’s electricity
cabinets in Stockholm. According to a jury, the very best
entry to meet the competition criteria was ‘Stockholm

Collage’ by Stefanie Hansson, J oanna Fransson and
Anna Blomberg, which received Fortum’s culture prize
of SEK 25,000.* The cabinets were then exhibited on
Stockholm’s first ever electricity cabinets tour.
NEW URBAN ENVIRONMENT ADVISORY BOARD
Naturally, the City of Stockholm’s environmental work
will continue even after our year as European Green
Capital has ended. One example is that the City Council decided to set up an Urban Environment Advisory
Board as part of the work on sustainable development
in a growing Stockholm. The Advisory Board will tackle
the topics that the people of Stockholm consider to be
of environmental concern, such as cycling, energy issues and eco-friendly construction. There will also be a
reporting group for work on the eco-district of Stockholm Royal Seaport. The Urban Environment Advisory
Board came into being on 1 March 2011 and is chaired
by Per Ankersjö, Vice Mayor for Environment. All the
political parties on the City Council are represented on
the Advisory Board.

1,210
entries came in.
180,000 people voted
on which entries
would be seen on
30 of Fortum’s electricity cabinets in
Stockholm.

Stockholmers were
invited on an electricity
cabinet tour.
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* SEK 1 = EUR 0,11 (May 2011)

Photo this page: Cina o Anneli.

Samuel Nilsson’s entry was chosen as the most electrical
motif.

Winners: Stefanie Hansson, Joanna Fransson and Anna Blomberg with
‘Stockholm Collage’.

Svante Ahlman’s entry was named best Stockholm motif.

‘Boundless Love’ was the name of Kerstin Rikardsson’s entry.
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2010

December

Green New Year’s
resolutions and
environmental hero

A

The challenge of nominating Stockholm’s environmental heroes, a project launched by the city in partnership with the newpaper Metro in November 2010, was
taken up by more than 200 people, who submitted suggestions for over 100 everyday heroes.
Its year as European Green Capital has made Stockholm an international role model for sustainable urban
development. At the end of the year, the green torch was
passed on to Hamburg, which the European Commission chose to be European Green Capital 2011.

Stockholm behind book ideas.
As the first European Green Capital,
Stockholm has been involved in
shaping the E uropean Commission’s future work on the distinction,
including suggesting an annual book
summarising each winning city’s application. The Green Book, which is
passed between the winning cities, is
also an idea from Stockholm.

Photo: Fredrik Persson

FACTS

s a festive end to Stockholm’s year as European Green Capital, several buildings and
famous structures were lit up green on New
Year’s Eve: the Hötorgshusen high-rise buildings, the
glass sculpture at Sergels Torg, the Ericsson Globe
Arena and the bridge over Långholmsgatan at Horns
tull. Once again, the people of Stockholm also had the
opportunity to make green New Year’s resolutions, and
every household received a green calendar with numerous tips for everyday green living over the coming year.
Visitors to the City of Stockholm’s website were met by
a digital Advent calendar with green Christmas tips and
rhymes. This was also spread via Facebook.

Burhanettin Yildis won
the popular vote to be
crowned Stockholm’s
environmental hero for his
involvement in the project
‘A Clean and Tidy Järva’.
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European Commissioner for the Environment Janez Potočnik
and Stockholm’s Vice Mayor for Environment Per Ankersjö
hand over The Green Book to Dr. Manfred Jäger, State Secretary for Environment at the Ministry of Urban Development
and Environment of the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg.
This took place at Stockholm’s closing event in Brussels on 
15 December 2010. The Green Book is the baton that will
be passed on between European Green Capitals.
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A global network
A

s well as organising its own meetings and
events, in its capacity as European Green
Capital the city was present at almost 80 events
in 2009 and 2010, including COP15 in Copenhagen, real
estate fair Mipim in Cannes, the World Expo in Shanghai, the Building the Broadband Economy Summit in
New York, the Stockholm Marathon, Love Stockholm
2010 and Stockholm’s Culture Festival. As a direct consequence of its new title, the city was invited to a number

Hamburg
Dublin
London
Bryssel
Paris
Geneve
Milano
Belgrad

Vancouver

FACTS

Chicago
Washington DC
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of top-level conferences around the world. In autumn
2009, Swedish embassies organised events on the theme
of the European Green Capital. Politicians and leading
officials explained why Stockholm was the first European
Green Capital as far afield as Washington, Chicago,
Dublin, London, Belgrade, Paris, Athens, Istanbul, New
York, Hamburg, Brussels, Lisbon, Yokohama, Geneva,
Amsterdam, Seoul, Milan and Vancouver.

New York

Lissabon

Other external partners
and forums included:
Fortum, Siemens, IBM, Storstockholms Lokaltrafik (SL), Swedish
Government Offices, Swedish
Environmental Protection Agency,
Swedish Trade Council/Symbio
City, Delegation for Sustainable
Cities, US Embassy, Stockholm
Region European Committee,

Istanbul
Athen

European Commission (Environment DG and EU representation in
Sweden), Skandia, AMF, Bygg- och
fastighetssektorns fortbildningsinstitut AB, Swedish Association
of Building Contractors, Equator,
NCC, Nyréns, Skanska, Sweco,
Sweden Green Building Council,
Tengboms, White Arkitekter, Royal
Institute of Technology, O
 ffice of

Seoul

Regional Planning, Skansen, County
Administrative Board, Albaeco,
Swedish Water & Wastewater
Association, Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm Arlanda Airport,
Swedish Transport Administration,
Swedavia and Chalmers University
of Technology.

Yokohama

– about the European Green
Capital project
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Key facts
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180 study visit enquiries generated 120 visits.

50,000
water bottles
were handed
out.

358 delegates at the first Euro-

Stockholm’s digital
Advent calendar
with 24 green
Christmas tips.

pean Green Capital Conference.

12 themed
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expert seminars.
Extensive
networking.
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Participation in over 80 conferences
and meetings around the world.

Photo: Stockholms stad

382 articles corresponding to SEK 11,400,000* worth of advertising.

44 trained ambassadors disseminated knowledge about Stockholm.

Over 100 entries
in the web based
calendar.

112 nominees for
30,000 visitors to the

Stockholm’s environmental hero.

Stockholm pavilion.
59
* SEK 1 = EUR 0,11 (May 2011)
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